In order to choose the optimal conditions for clinical trials, this study was to evaluate the effects of different therapeutic programs of~U with 1200W/cm2 on Hzz liver tumors.73 ICR tumor-bearing mice were divided into a control group and~therapeutic groups, The numbers of pulse were used to define the therapy programs and pulse duration of~with a 1.6M focused transducer. The various parameters of tumor growth, histology, and mice nutritional state were used to assess the results of~treatment, The data showed that~had an inhibitory effect on H2Ztumor growth in all therapeutic groups. Wth the same input power,the local effects of tumor removal were dependent upon the pulse duration and numbers of pulse.
RODUCTION
The development of H technology offers a potentially new noninvasive, extracorpored approach to local ablation of solid tumors without any operation. In order to choose the optimal conditions for clinical trial, this study was to evaluate the effects of different therapeutic programs of~with 1200W/cm2 on H22liver tumors.
MATEWS AND~THODS
Animals 73 ICR mice with average weight 25.05~3 .40g received successful implantation of liver tumor cell ,tine.Hzz. Among the 73 mice, 8 belonged to the control group while the experimental group consisted of 65 mice. The therapy group was again randomly divided into 5 groups (Table 1) .
H~Therapeutic Unit
The therapy transducer was developed on the basis of lens focussing theory with a focal volume of 1.1mm X 1.1 mm X 4mm,a fiquency u of 1.6M,a focal length of 120mm,and an output amustical powerof1200W/cm2.
eatment with H~sonication
The mice were fixed on the surface of the degassed water tank, with the target skin in contact with degassed water. The diagnostic scanner was switchd on and used for in vivo inconographiwl placement of tumors. The computerized therapeutic movement system shified the therapy transducer onto the center of tumor tissue. Then the therapeutic unit was started and the in vivo~sonication began.
Immediately afler completion of treatment, diagnostic ultrasound scanner was utilized to make comparative observat ions of the imaging changes of ablated tissues. The parameters of treatment the mice underwent were detailed in the following table,
Collection of spmimens
Tumor tissues were cut off after the mice were weighed and beheaded, Following measurement of weight, tumor tissues were fixed in 10OAneutral formaldehyde, sectioned with routine parafiã nd stained with H&E, 
Histological changes
The visible tumor were found to be residuals of HU liver tumor tissue. The surrounding area was characterized by slight fibrous changes. Obvious shrinkage of tumor tissues was visible. Decrease in local blood vessels was also observed, Changes in body weight pre and post+reatmernt See Table 2 . Table 2 . Group 4 suggested that increase in sonication time within a short time could occur stress reaction. This study offered significant data for the selection of optimal therapy methods. It is also of importance in the enhancement of the biological effects of~on tumor tissues, and the reduction of traumatic reaction in the clinical use,
Changw in tumor weight,bodyweight,ratio of tumor weight and post-treatment bodyweight See

